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DG Personal and Pet Cedar Oil Pest Control Spray 32 ounce







 









DG Personal and Pet Cedar Oil Pest Control Spray 32 ounce

DG-2032


$37.95
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One Quart Insect repellent for people and pets.
A DG Cedar Oil labeled pest control spray.


Personal insect repellent for people:
	Simply spray on skin or clothing to repel pests.
	Works for mosquitoes, mosquitoes, fleas, ticks, mites, flies and ants on contact 
	Perfect for family picnics, river traveling, camping, hunting, or for any outdoor activity
	Equally safe for adults and children.


Adults: Spray directly on skin wherever you wish to protect. To apply to face spray in palm of hands and gently wipe onto areas of the face you wish to protect. Avoid getting formula in eyes or mouth.

Children: Adults should apply to children by spraying on hands and massaging onto children where protection is desired. Apply sparingly to facial areas and use caution to be sure to avoid contact with eyes and mouth. To prevent ingestion or eye contact do not apply to child's hands or fingers.
And perfect protection for your pets:
Spray directly onto pet's body to achieve complete protection. Also can spray into palms of hands and message onto pets body where protection is desired. Complete coverage is recomended including paws, legs, pits, groin, belly, neck and tail area. Don't spray the formula directly into your pet's face. To protect facial areas spray a light mist into your hands and gently rub carefully into facial areas where protection is desired. Avoid eyes and mouth of both people and animals alike.


Ear Cleaning: Spray cotton ball and clean outer ears as needed.


Minimum risk pesticide. EPA registration exempt product under FIFRA section 25(b).
Active Ingredient: CEDAR OIL - 10%, 40 CFR 152.25 CAS # 68990-83-0
Inert Ingredient: HYDRATED SILICA - 90%, 4 A 40 CFR 180.950 CAS # 7699-41-4



 

 Directions for Use - 32 ounce DG Cedar Oil Personal and Pet spray:


For use by people to spray directly on skin or clothing as needed to repel mosquitoes, fleas, ticks, flies, ants and other biting or annoying insects.

For use with pets simply spray formula directly on coat/skin to achieve the same insect relief as people do.


How to apply Personal and Pet as a personal insect repellent for people:
	Apply as often as needed. Perfect for use with children, teens or adults alike. Always assist children with cedar oil application especially applying to facial areas. Don't spray formula onto the hands of a child as they will likely transfer the oil to either the mouth, the eyes or to both. Adults, teens, and children alike should apply cedar oil to facial areas carefully. The formula can sting if it gets in the eyes and it doesn't taste very good either.
	Spray a liberal amount directly on skin or clothing. Leaves no oily residue. Will not stain fabrics, skin or other surfaces
	If eye contact occurs, flush with water to relieve irritation.
	May cause skin irritation to people who are sensitive to wood allergies. If this occurs, wash with warm water and mild soap and discontinue use.



How to apply Personal and Pet for flea, tick and mite control on pets:
	We recommend performing flea, tick and mite applications at least once or twice a week. Use as oftn as needed. Apply right before going on walks or other outings. If the car is part of your pet's routine travels you can also spray the interior of your vehicle.
	Spray a liberal amount directly on your pet including paws, legs, pits, groin, belly, neck, tail and rectum area.
	For facial application spray product on hands and massage onto areas of pet's face that you wish to protect avoiding eyes and mouth.
	For extra assurance against introducing new pests to the environment perform a quick spray before settling in whenever returning from anywhere with your pet is a good idea.
	Can also be applied to pet bedding areas or other pet specific areas. Leaves no oily residue. Will not stain fabrics, skin or other surfaces.
	Do not use cedar oil directly pet reptiles, pet rabbits, pet mice, pet rats, pet ferrets, pet guinea pigs, or exotic pet birds



1st time applications using cedar oil on pets.
	While we recommend these first time precautions apply to all pets the following may be especially useful when caring for cats. Cat owners in particular should note that some cats have shown greater sensitivity to the presence of cedar oil than dogs do.
	Be sure to test your pet before applying a full treatment using cedar oil. This will insure sure your pet will be comfortable in the company of cedar oil.
	First treatment should include only sparse applications to your pet's lower extremities such as the paws and/or legs. Be sure you allow time to observe your pet before continuing. You will want to gradually work your way upward treating your pet's belly and other undersections of the body once the paws are successful. While adverse reactions to cedar oil are rare some pet owners have reported pets objecting to cedar oil and they may display bouts with stress as a result. If you see your pet begin to display unusual behavior or is seeming to display a great deal of distress you may want to discontinue the use of cedar oil. On the other hand if you see your pet is comfortable you may continue with cedar oil knowing your pet is not one of the few who just don't like cedar oil. You can then treat the upper body areas with confidence knowing your pet is comfortable with cedar oil. As always be sure to avoid cedar oil contact with eyes and mouth.
	Some pets have been reported to groom excessively in an effort to remove the oil if they become stressed during treatment. If you see your pet is having trouble you can help by bathing your pet using warm water and mid soap. Make sure your pet has plenty of fresh water available to drink.
	Some pet owners have also reported that initial adverse reactions seemed to be a process for their individual pet getting used to cedar oil.. These pet owners have expressed having subsequent success with using cedar oil on thier pets. Only you know your pet best. Any continued use of cedar oil should be performed at the sole discretion of the individual pet owner.



How to treat with Personal and Pet for existing flea, tick or mite infestations:

	Personal and Pet can help reduce intense insect activity so your pet can naturally heal damaged skin.
	Concentrating heavy spray applications to affected areas or "hot spots" 3 times daily can quikly reduce intense insect activity. Do not rinse the area and continue to spray heavily until you can see the skin and coat start to return to a normal appearance.
	Note: Cedar oil aroma in large concentration could become overwhelming to both pet and persons treating the pet. Heavy applications should be performed in well ventilated areas to avoid discomfort during applications of this type



Personal and Pet Notifications:


	Ready-to-Use Formula - do not dilute.
	Do Not apply mist near any open flame. Extinguish all pilot lights near treatment areas.
	Not intended for internal consumption or for use with plant life. Keep out of reach of children.
	Safe to apply on human skin unless you are sensitive to wood oil allergies. Always avoid direct contact with eyes.
	If facial application is desired, spray into palms of hands then message onto areas of face as desired while avoiding eyes.
	Do Not Use on or spray around pet reptiles, pet rabbits, pet mice, pet rats, pet ferrets, pet guinea pigs, or exotic pet birds.

Minimum risk pesticide. EPA registration exempt product under FIFRA section 25(b).


Active Ingredient: CEDAR OIL - 10%, 40 CFR 152.25 CAS # 68990-83-0

Inert Ingredient: HYDRATED SILICA - 90%, 4 A 40 CFR 180.950 CAS # 7699-41-4
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Dog doesn't mind the smell

















5 out of 5





Chicanaporvida 


Location: Toto land 


Date: June 1, 2023




	This has a a pleasant smell not overwhelming. My dog doesn't run away. I think she actually likes it. Keeps away the bugs and makes her coat soft and shiny 
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4 Year UPDATE!
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American Bully Mommy - Four Years Later



Location: Los Angeles



Date: July 1, 2022




	Often, when I read reviews I wonder if the folks writing them still love a product or if they have moved on because they have found something better.  So here I am writing another DG Bug Off Personal and Pet Cedar Oil Pest Control Spray review four years later.

YES, I still LOVE it.  IT’S NATURAL & IT WORKS!  It's the only flea control product that we've used in the past four years.  I use much less now because I have removed all grain and most carbohydrates from my dog's diet.  He always ate raw (these days Bones & Co raw food, previously Darwin’s) Therefore he seldom has a flea.  I spray only once per week in the summer as a precaution.  I highly recommend this product!!!!
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BEYOND AMAZING!!

















5 out of 5





Animal Rescue Angel



Location: San Marcos, TX 


Date: November 25, 2021




	I can't get over how much stress is lifted knowing that myself and my puppies are completely protected from harm with this product!! No dyes, chemicals, or poison; just perfect piece of mind. Now, I can finally enjoy my time outside with the whole family and pets, without freaking out about insects! Plus, I don't have to bring a bunch of bottles and sprays in a huge purse; I just need to grab ONE BOTTLE AND THAT'S IT!!! I'm actually ordering my 4th bottle right now!!!!! HIGHLY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED THIS PRODUCT!!!!
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Tics be gone!

















5 out of 5





Shelley



Location: NY



Date: August 29, 2020




	Brilliant product, would not be without it. We live in NY state with a huge tic problem, I spray my dogs legs with this every day before we hike and I have never seen a tic on them since. Most products only have 5% cedar oil in, what makes this a winner is it has 10%. Thanks DG! 
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It Works!
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American Bully Mommy



Location: Los Angeles



Date: August 11, 2018




	This definitely works!  
In the summer I need to apply it to my American Bully every other day.  In cooler months I apply once a week.  I just spray it on and rub it in with a rubber dog brush.  You can use your hands too.   I then take a flea comb and remove the dead fleas and the ones fleeing for there lives..... (with a soapy water bowl near by to dip the flea comb).  It's not always necessary to do the flea comb step.  I have hard wood floors so I do a quick wipe up of the floors where I applied the DG Bug Off.  EASY and worth the small amount of effort.

You must remember that it is a natural product so it's not going to work the same as the poison that some vets suggest.  There are other similar products available on the market, but one of them puts sodium lauryl sulfate in theirs and the other company just started adding mineral oil (yucky petroleum).  If you wouldn't use it on a child, don't put in on your doggie.
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Good product
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Mary



Location: Damar KS



Date: June 26, 2018




	I like this product.  I use it for myself and love that it is not dangerous for a person to use.  It keeps the bugs off me, smells like cedar oil, which is not unpleasant.  I also use the DG Cedar Oil spray for the yard and kennel and am very happy with that as well.
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You May Also Like








DG Cedar Oil Lawn And Kennel Natural Outdoor Insect And Pest Control Spray 32 ounce

$75.95










Outdoor Cedar Oil Pest Control Applicator

$12.95
















Questions? Call us! (714) 402-9419
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Join Our Newsletter

Receive the latest news on new promotions, exclusive offers, and new arrivals.

 Unsubscribe 
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Our Story


We offer a place to shop for alternatives to chemical insect control products and other all natural alternative products. We promote use of natural solutions rather than furthering the problems associated with synthetic products. We have become more aware of long and short term travesties which man made solutions have shown. Adverse health effects are now measurable in people, pets, food, water ways, soil, crops, farm animals, and throughout our entire environment. We hope these products will help us all become better environmental steward's dedicated to protecting our communities.
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